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Abstract—Nonparametric Bayesian methods offer a convenient
paradigm to deal with uncertain model structure. However, priors
such as the (hierarchical) Dirichlet process prior on partitions
and the Indian buffet process prior on binary matrices are not
always flexible enough to express our prior beliefs. We propose
a much larger family of nonparametric exchangeable priors by
relaxing the concept of consistency. We discuss the consequences
of this point of view and propose novel ways to specify and learn
these priors. In particular, we introduce new flexible priors and
inference procedures to extend the DP, HDP and IBP models.
An experiment on text data illustrates how flexible priors can be
useful to increase our modeling capabilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Dirichlet process (DP) has proven to be a very useful model for applications related to clustering and density
estimation. One can think of it as a prior over all possible
partitions of the data. It’s popularity can at least be partially
explained by the fact that it offers an elegant way to estimate
the number of clusters in the data by means of an efficient
inference procedure (e.g. collapsed Gibbs sampling with splitmerge moves [1], [2]). However, does the DP really always
reflect our prior beliefs about how the data is partitioned into
groups? In [3] the authors argue that the DP tends to create
many very small clusters, an effect that persists in the posterior.
Why is it then that we seem to be married to using DPs
and Pitman-Yor processes (PYP)? To answer that we recall
that the DP, and more generally the PYP, satisfy the following
two conditions [4], [3]:
1) Exchangeability: The probability distribution is invariant
under permuting the labels of the data-items.
2) Consistency (Heritability): The probability distribution
for n data-items is the same as the distribution for N >
n data items and subsequently marginalizing down to n
data-items, ∀n, N ∈ N.
According to Kolmogorov’s extension theorem, these conditions are sufficient to guarantee the existence of a stochastic
process. Unfortunately, it is not easy to find analytic expressions that satisfy these two properties and moreover, it
is unclear whether they are necessary ingredients for viable
machine learning methods. Take for instance the problem of
clustering data-items into groups. The DP is a popular tool in
this domain because it defines a prior on partitions and as such
has the ability to infer posterior probabilities over the number

of groups in the data. However, the number of data-items, N ,
is fixed in this case and consistency seems a mute point to
worry about. If the prior has parameters that require tuning
we can simply use an empirical Bayesian approach.
The situation is different when we train a model on some
initial training set of size Ntrain and subsequently test on
a larger test set of size Ntest (note that usually we make
independent predictions on test cases in which case we can
set Ntest = 1) . In this case the inferred values of parameters
and/or hidden variables on the train set do not necessarily
transfer to the larger train+test set. However, if we know
in advance the size of the test set (known as “transductive
learning”) we may define the prior over train+test set but
marginalize over the test observations when fitting parameters.
In other words, the likelihood terms for the test items are set to
1 and the hidden variables ztest are carried along as “dummies”
and are not connected to actual data. This idea has obvious
limitations. In particular it will not work if we don’t know
how much data we want to test on or when the data arrives in
a continuous stream (online learning). Nevertheless, for many
applications the extra flexibility may be beneficial.
Why do we want to break away from consistent priors in the
first place? Imagine we want to discover segments in an image
by clustering groups of pixels. Or imagine we wish to discover
topics in a corpus of documents. The DP prior assumes that
there are an infinite number of clusters in the world each one
with an infinite number of pixels, but with different relative
probabilities of being picked. An image is assumed to be a
finite random draw of pixels from this infinite set. But do we
believe that an image is a random collection of pixels from an
infinite image? In particular, if we grow the image larger, do
we believe that all clusters will grow larger as well, without
bound? Certainly not, because an image may contain many
objects entirely and we do not expect them to grow larger as
we increase the image size. Similarly, text documents should
not be considered as a random draw from an infinite document.
The culprit seems to be that the smaller dataset is not
obtained by randomly deleting points from the bigger dataset.
Instead, an image is a highly structured subset of the collection
of all pixels and finite clusters exist even in the infinite image. These properties violate consistency but more accurately
describe the statistics of image segments. The flexible priors
that we will propose in this paper are a first attempt to

retain some of the convenient properties on nonparametric
Bayesian methods (such as inferring the number of groups
in the data) but violate consistency in order to gain new
modeling flexibility (see [5], [6] for two approaches that
violate exchangeability). We have incorporated the flexible
prior framework into three well known nonparametric models:
the DP mixture model, the HDP and the Beta process (Indian
Buffet process) each one of which will be discussed in the
following.
II. F LEXIBLE P RIORS

OVER

PARTITIONS

The Dirichlet process can be thought of as a prior distribution over all possible partitions g of N data-items [5].
A partition is a division of N objects into groups. Objects
are considered distinguishable, but clusters are considered
indistinguishable. For instance, if we introduce assignment
variables zn for data-item n taking values in the space of
cluster labels, we see that the partition z1 = 5, z2 = 5, z3 = 2
is equivalent to z1 = 3, z2 = 3, z3 = 5, but not equivalent
to z1 = 5, z2 = 2, z3 = 2. A better notation is therefore
(1, 2), (3) to indicate which data-item is in what group.
The simplest derivation of the DP prior over partitions is by
taking the infinite limit of a finite mixture model [7] resulting
in,
p(g) =

N
PN
Γ(α)αK Y
Γ(i)mi ∝ e i=1 (log α+log Γ(i))
Γ(N + α) i=1

mi

(1)

with g indexing partitions, α a fixed parameter related to the
expected number of clusters and Γ(·) is the Gamma
Pfunction.
Note also
that
the
following
relations
hold:
K
=
i mi and
P
im
.
The
second
term
expresses
the
DP
prior on
N =
i
i
partitions as a maximum entropy distribution with parameters
λi = log α+ log Γ(i).P
The variables {mi } are not independent
due to the constraint i imi = N .
Distribution 1 is completely specified by the variables {mi }
which represent the number of clusters with exactly i dataitems in them. Due to this fact, the probability does not change
if we exchange the labels of either the clusters or the dataitems, i.e. it is exchangeable. Hence, multiple partitions g will
have the same probability, since for example the partitions
(1, 2), (3) has the same probability as (1, 3), (2). All that
counts are the group sizes. Therefore, we can define the
“signature” as the ordered set of group sizes and represent
them by (xx), (x) or simply (2, 1). Signatures are exactly
specified by the variables {mi } and they represent the maximal
invariants under the permutation group [3]. WeQcan count the
N
number of partitions in a signature to be N !/ i=1 (i!)mi mi !
[8]. Multiplying eqn.1 with this number results in the Ewens
sampling distribution.
We will now generalize the DP expression Eq.1 by introducing general features φa (m) which are linearly combined
in a log-linear model (or maximum entropy model),
!
X
P
λ
φ
(m)
a
a
imi = N
(2)
I
FP(g|N, λ) ∝ e a
i

Note that eqn.1 is a special case of eqn.2 with φi (m) = mi
and λi = log(α)+log Γ(i). One can also show that the PYP is
special case where again φi (m) = mi but λi = log Γ(i − γ) −
log Γ(1 − γ) plus one additional nonlinear feature φ0 (m) =
PK(m)−1
P
log(α + kγ) with K(m) = i mi , λ0 = 1, γ ∈
k=0
[0, 1] and α > −γ.
The FP has N parameters which need to be set. In the
following we will discuss two possible methods to do this.
The first method converts one’s prior assumptions on the
average moments {E[φa (m)]} into values for {λa }, a process
we call “pre-learning” since no data is involved. The second
method follows an empirical Bayesian philosophy and learns
the parameters directly from data.
A. Pre-learning
We will assume that we have prior knowledge about the
expected values of some features over these invariants, i.e.
our prior knowledge is expressed as,
E[φa (m)] ≈ ca

a = 1..F

(3)

Not all choices of ca are possible due to the constraint on
m. The simplest and most practical choiceP
is linear features,
φi (m) = mi , with the constraint that
i iE[mi ] = N .
One can also add features to provide information about the
variance: φ′i (m) = m2i − m̄2i and so on.
There is P
a danger that due to the discreteness of m and the
constraint i imi = N the specified constraints can not be
met exactly. It is therefore safer to state the constraints using a
potential function [9] allowing small violations. In this paper
we have chosen a simple L2 norm U (p) = ||Ep [φ]−c||22 /(2α).
The problem of pre-learning is thus one of solving a maximum
entropy problem of the form maxp [H(p) − U (p)].
The dual formulation is more convenient because it translates into a maximum likelihood problem for the parameters
λ with weight decay − 12 α||λ||22 . The dual opens the door to
more interesting priors on the λ parameters. For instance, if
we use φi (m) = mi then a prior of the form,
log p(λ) = A − α||λ − λDP ||22 − β

N
X

(λi − λi−1 )2

(4)

i=2

would both keep the values of λ close to the DP prior,
λi,DP = log(α) + log Γ(i) and keep the differences between
neighboring values of λ small (i.e. keep the curve λ as a
function i smooth).
Determining values for λ is not a standard learning task
since there is no real data involved. Rather, we want to convert
our prior knowledge expressed as average sufficient statistics
into a (maximum entropy) distribution that is approximately
consistent with these average sufficient statistics. We call this
“pre-learning” to emphasize that no real data is involved.
Pre-learning turns out to be very easy if we have an efficient
sampler to sample from p(g). Assuming we have one, prelearning proceeds by running this sampler and interrupting it
at regular intervals to change the parameters λ as follows,
+ η(ca − E[φa (m)]FP + ∇λa log p(λold )) (5)
λnew
= λold
a
a

where η is a learning rate and the average is computed as a
sample average from the Gibbs sampler. In theory this method
works as long as the rate of change in the parameters is slower
than the rate of convergence of the sampler. This algorithm
theoretically analyzed in [10] and empirically tested in [11].
Fortunately, Gibbs sampling for the FP in eqn.2 is easy. We
will use assignment variables {zn } instead of {mi }. Note that
Gibbs sampling the z-variables
P rather than the m-variables
ensures that the constraint i imi = N is automatically satisfied. Assume we reassign variable zm in the current round of
Gibbs sampling. We then simply remove that variable from it’s
current cluster and assign it to all possible existing clusters or
to an entirely new cluster. Since we have an explicit expression
for the prior in terms of m and we can compute m from z
we can easily compute the relative probabilities for each one
of these reassignments, p(zn = k|z¬n ) ∝ FP(zn = k, z¬n ).
In the case of features φi (m) = mi the prior term can be
conveniently expressed as follows. Denote with i the size of
the cluster to which item n is currently assigned, and with j
the current size of the cluster to which item n will be assigned,
then
(6)
FP(zn = k, z¬n ) ∝ e−λi +λi−1 −λj +λj+1

few iterations towards the model distribution. Here we start at
the posterior and let it relax towards the prior.
Although FP does not seem to follow an elegant ”Chinese
restaurant” (or other culinary) interpretation, its Gibbs sampler
is no more or less expensive than the one based on the CRP.
The basic reason for this is that exchangeability still holds.
C. Transductive Learning
Let’s assume we know beforehand that we will be making
predictions on a test set of size Ntest . In many cases we make
predictions independently in which case Ntest = 1. Because
flexible priors are not consistent, a model learned for Ntrain
data cases is not necessarily a good model for Ntrain + Ntest
data-cases. However, if we know on how many data-cases we
will be testing, then we can (pre-) train for Ntrain + Ntest datacases.
The strategy we propose is to write the probability of the
train data by marginalizing over the test data, i.e.
X X
p(xtrain ) =
p(xtest |ztest )p(xtrain |ztrain )p(ztrain , ztest )
xtest ztrain ztest

=

X

p(xtrain |ztrain )p(ztrain , ztest )

(8)

ztrain ztest

B. Empirical Bayes
As an alternative to pre-learning, we can also take an
empirical Bayesian point of view and learn hyper-parameters
directly from data. In this case one obviously runs a greater
risk of over-fitting. It is therefore advisable to parameterize the
functional relationship between the {λa } in order to reduce the
number of parameters to be learned (see section V) or to use
the prior of Eqn. 4 with the values for the hyper-parameters
α, β chosen through cross-validation.
The procedure we propose is a simple extension of the
procedure
described above. The gradient of the data likelihood
P
z p(data|z)F P (z|λ) w.r.t. to the parameters λa is given
by the difference between two expectations E[φ], one over
the posterior distribution p(z|data) and one over the prior
F P (z). We thus first sample assignment variables {zn } from
the posterior p(z|data). The conditional probabilities are given
by,
p(zn = k|z¬n , x) ∝ p(xn |x¬n , zn = k, z¬n )FP(zn = k, z¬n )
(7)
where k is an existing or a new cluster. Note that we included a
likelihood term. At regular intervals we interrupt the sampler,
record {zn } and continue sampling with the likelihood terms
removed (i.e. we sample directly from the prior but initialize
at the last iteration from the posterior). Even after a few steps
of sampling we will get a good idea of the difference between
posterior and prior statistics which we use to perform a learning update on the hyper-parameters, replacing ca in Eqn.5 with
the posterior statistics. This will shrink the prior towards the
posterior. After a learning update we recall the last posterior
sample and continue sampling from the posterior. The sampler
is based on the “contrastive divergence” philosophy [12] where
one starts a sampler at the data distribution and relax it for a

From the last line we see that we can treat the assignment
variables ztest as “dummies” because they are not connected
to any likelihood terms and as such are sampled directly from
the prior. However, by including them we train a prior that is
suitable for Ntrain +Ntest variables in total. This idea effectively
circumvents the problem of inconsistency in the transductive
learning setting.
The learning algorithm is very similar to the ones described
in the previous sections. Now however, our Gibbs sampler
reassigns all variables in the set {ztrain , ztest } with ztest always
sampled from the prior F P (ztrain , ztest ) (or equivalently with
likelihood terms equal to 1). This idea is further developed in
section IV for the Hierarchical DP.
III. I LLUSTRATIVE E XAMPLE
In order to demonstrate learning and applying flexible priors
we compare it to the Dirichlet process on a simple clustering
problem. One potential drawback of the Dirichlet process is
that it can result in many small clusters. Therefore, we learn
and then apply a flexible prior that discourages small clusters
relative to the Dirichlet process.
In the first step, we specify our prior knowledge through
the variables m. In particular, we specify the values for E[m]
using a truncated normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 40.
Relative to the E[m] in the Dirichlet process, our distribution
for m puts less strength on the small clusters and more
strength on the large clusters (Figure 1-a). Next, we prelearn the parameters λ using the Gibbs sampler described in
Section 5. The pre-learned parameters and the parameters for
the Dirichlet process are plotted in Figure 1-c.
To compare clustering results, we generate a total of 60
points from three normal distributions, 20 pts each, in 2 dimensions. All clusters have std.=1 and means µ1 = [3, 3],µ2 =
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Fig. 1. (a) Prior distribution over m for DP prior (solid) and FP prior (dashed). (b) Posterior distribution over m for both models. Note the

peak at very small clusters for the DP. (c) Parameter values for λ for both models. (d) Error in association between datapoints as a function
of α. Note that even for optimal α performance is worse than for the learned prior because small clusters have been suppressed.

[9, 3],µ3 = [6, 6]. We then cluster these points using a normalWishart prior, keeping all hyper parameters the same but
varying the prior over partitions. First, four runs of the Gibbs
sampler are done with the Dirichlet process prior and four
different settings of the α parameter [2,1,.5,.1]. Next, one
run is made with the pre-learned prior. For each run, 1000
iterations are used for burn-in and another 1000 iterations are
used to calculate the sample mean.
To compare the results we examine two quantities. First, we
examine the posterior E[m] for the best run using Dirichlet
process prior (α = .5) versus the run using the learned
prior. Figure 1-b shows that as expected the Dirichlet process
generates more small clusters than the learned prior. Next, we
examine the clustering performance by comparing the average
squared difference between the true association between each
pair of points and the sampled association. Where the true
association between a pair of points = 1 if they were generated by the same cluster and the sampled association = the
proportion of samples where the pair of points are assigned to
the same cluster. Figure 1-d shows the association error using
the Dirichlet process with four different settings for α versus
the association error using the learned prior. When α is small,
.1, the error is large because the Dirichlet prior encourages
only two clusters. As α increases, the Dirichlet process results
in more than two clusters, but there are often small clusters
sampled with only a few points. Consequently, getting the best
results from the Dirichlet process requires careful tuning of the
α parameter. It should be noted that if there is enough data,
or the data is well separated, using the Dirichlet process prior
versus the learned prior has little effect on the posterior results.
IV. HIERARCHICAL FLEXIBLE PRIORS
The HDP [13] extends the DP as a prior for jointly partitioning multiple structured objects (e.g. documents, images) in
such a way that elements of different objects (words, pixels)
may be assigned to the same global partition (topic), i.e. “topics are shared across documents”1. This means that the HDP
can be considered as a prior on partitions for all words jointly,
but one which is exchangeable only under document-label
permutations and permutations of words within documents,
but not under permutations of words between documents. The
1 From

now on we will simply talk about topics, documents and words.

question we now address is whether we can extend the flexible
prior framework to this hierarchical setting.
We will need the following notation (see Figure 2). With
sj we will indicate a partitioning of nj words in document
j. Let’s call these word-groups. We want these word-groups
to be grouped into larger entities which we might call P
supergroups. Let S be a partitioning of M ≤ N , N =
j nj
super-groups. We denote a partition at the document level with
indicator variables {zij } for word i in document j. For the
super-groups we use indicators {rl } which maps a word-group
to a supergroup. We need to take special care in mapping the
labels in the image of z and the domain of r. In particular,
they need to be consistent and should not create any biases,
i.e. we want a random uniform association. We will use the
random mapping c to achieve that. Thus, the super-group for
word xij is rc(zij ) . The full generative process is given by,
[z1j , .., znj j ] ∼ FPj (·|nj , βj ), j = 1..D
[r1 , .., rM ] ∼ FP0 (·|M, α)
c ∼ RP(co-domain(z), M )

(9)
(10)
(11)

θl ∼ G(·), l = 1..L

(12)

xij ∼ F(·|θrc(zij ) ), i = 1..nj , j = 1..D

(13)

where L is the number of partitions in S that have words
assigned to them (i.e. the cardinality of the co-domain of
z) and c|z ∼ RP(co-domain(z), M ) is a random mapping
without replacement from the co-domain of z to L values
in the set [1, .., M ] (i.e. randomly permuting the set [1, .., M ]
and making the first L entries the image of the values in the
co-domain of z). Because L ≤ M we keep around a number
M − L of “dummy” super-groups which are not attached to
any word-group and hence not to data.
The HFP thus specifies FPs at the document level and at
the topic level. Using an inconsistent FP at the document
level is not an issue because we do not expect a document to
represent a random subsample from a much larger document.
At the topic level we specify our FP over M elements
and marginalize out the unnecessary (empty) ones by simply
keeping them around as dummies in the sampler. The top level
FP can now be used to express our prior expectations over the
total number of topics in the corpus.
Gibbs sampling proceeds by sequentially reassigning {zij },
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Fig. 3. Resulting λ from HFP learning a, b, c in eqn. 19, and HDP
learning α.

{rl } and {c(k)} alternatingly. If we reassign zij we can
choose an existing word-group or create a new word-group
in document j. If we create a new word-group and label it
knew , then we also need to sample a mapping c(knew ). Since
we condition on the existing mappings c(k) for all instantiated
word-groups we must choose the image of c(knew ) in the set of
dummy super-groups with equal probability γ = 1/(M − L).
Note that since all dummies assigned to the same supergroup have equal probability of being picked we can equally
well first compute the probability of picking that super-group
proportional to Ntdummy /(M −L) with Ntdummy the total number
of dummies in super-group t, and subsequently choose the
actual mapping c(k) uniformly at random from that set. The
conditional probabilities are thus given by,
ij
(xij )
Pr¬x
c(k)

300

1)23562)+7"&"

Graphical representation of HFP model. ”Tables” in the
document rectangles represent word-groups. We use zij = k to
denote that word i in document j is assigned to word-group k. Tables
at the top rectangle represent super-groups. We use rl = t to denote
the assignment of word-groups to super-groups. Word-groups and
super-groups are connected through the random mapping c(k) = l.
Note the presence of “dummies” at the level of super-groups which
are not connected to any data.
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Fig. 2.

p(zij = k|−) ∝

100

#"
#

(15)

FPj (zij = k, z¬ij |nj , βj )

1
M−L

is the number of dummy super-groups and
Z
Y
¬x
Pt ij (xij ) ∝ dθ p(xij |θ)
p(xi′ j ′ |θ)p(θ) (16)
i′ ,j ′ 6=i,j
rc(zij ) =t

i.e. we use a collapsed Gibbs sampler which avoids resampling
parameters θ.
We will also reassign the super-group assignments, rl . This
will only change the probabilities FP0 (M, α) but not affect

FPj (nj , β). We define c̃ to be the inverse of the mapping c.
The conditionals are then given by,
p(rl = t|−) ∝
¬x
Pt c̃(l) (xc̃(l) )

(17)
FP0 (rl = t, r¬k |M, α)

where we note that xc̃(l) is the set of all data-items in wordgroup k = c̃(l) and
Z
Y
Y
Pt¬xk (xk ) ∝ dθ
p(xij |θ)
p(xi′ j ′ |θ)p(θ)
i:zij =k

i′ ,j ′ 6=i,j
rc(zij ) =t

Note that in the case l represents a dummy, the inverse
mapping c̃(l) = ∅. Hence, there will be no likelihood term
in Eq.17 implying that dummies are sampled directly from
the flexible prior FP0 (rl = t, r¬k |M, α).
To mix over the mappings c, we introduce a swap between
two randomly chosen elements of c, i.e. we propose the change
[c(k) = l, c(k ′ ) = l′ ] → [c(k) = l′ , c(k ′ ) = l]. This exchange
is equally likely under the prior p(c) and does not change any
partitioning structure (i.e. FP0 and FPj , ∀j remain unchanged).
However the likelihood terms will be affected resulting in the
following MH accept probability,
"
#
¬x
k
(xk )
Prl k′ (xk′ )Pr¬x
l′
Paccept = min 1, ¬xk
(18)
¬x
Prl (xk )Prl′ k′ (xk′ )
Again, when l or l′ are dummy super-groups there is no preimage for c and we can set the corresponding likelihood term
to 1. (We will not swap between two dummies because it does
not change the model.)
Iterating these three sampling updates in succession constitutes our Gibbs sampler for the HFP.
V. A N E XPERIMENT

WITH

T EXT DATA

In this experiment we compare HFP vs HDP on the KOS
text corpus. Our conjecture is that consistency under marginalization is not necessary at the document level when choosing
how many words in a document are assigned to a topic, but
still makes sense when choosing the topics. That is, we still
assume that the topic assigned to each group of words in a

subsets of KOS. We find a small but significant improvement
in terms of perplexity between HDP and HFP. The average
perplexity for HDP and HFP is 1737 and 1675, respectively.
Using a paired t-test we can conclude with a p-value of 0.01
that the differences are significant. We can also examine the
difference between the learned λ for HFP and HDP (see figure
3).
These experiments represent preliminary evidence that we
can learn better nonparametric models by relaxing consistency
and that our proposed inference procedures work properly.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the test perplexity of HDP vs HFP for the KOS

text corpus. The x and y coordinates of each point are the perplexity
of HDP (x) and HFP (y) on one subset of the KOS text corpus. Points
below the diagonal are tests where HFP had lower perplexity than
HDP.

document is drawn from an infinite pool of super-topics but
we do not believe that a document is a random subset of an
infinitely long document (and if it were a subset of a longer
article we do not believe that the unobserved remainder is
well represented by the same topic distribution). The result
is a model where the parameters α of the top level FP0 in
equation 10 are set such that the FP is equivalent to a DP, i.e.
αi = log(ξ) + log Γ(i) (ξ is DP parameter). Inference in the
model is done using Gibbs sampling as described in section
IV, using the conditional distributions eqn.14,15,17.
To set the values for the parameters {λj } for all flexible
priors {F Pj } we first assume that the λ are not document
specific (i.e. do not depend on j) and secondly we use the
following parameterized form,
λi = a + b log Γ(i + c)

(19)

This let’s use fit three parameters to data. We use the method
described in section II-B based on contrastive divergence to
learn these parameters. In the case of the HDP we learn a
single parameter α using the same method.
We use the KOS data set [14] for evaluation. We do 10 runs
1
of the full data set. For each run we use half
each with 10
of the words in one-quarter of the documents as held out test
data and the rest as training data. For each data set we run
both HDP and HFP and compare the models in terms of test
data perplexity.
To calculate the perplexity we sample the distribution
for test P
words given the current state of the Gibbs chain
θstj =
k p(ztj = k|−)Prck (xtj ) (tj indexes test word t
in document j), where ztj is a latent variable and is sampled
as part of the inference procedure, but xtj is unobserved. After
allowing the chain to burn-in for 300 iterations, we
PSaverage
over 400 samples s = 1 . . . SPto get θtj = S1 s=1 θstj .
Perplexity is then exp(−1/T tj log p(xtj |θtj )). For HDP
we make the equivalent calculation using samples from the
Chinese restaurant franchise sampling scheme [15].
Figure 4 compares the perplexity of HFP and HDP on 10

FOR

B INARY M ATRICES

We now extend flexible priors to binary matrices. Our
starting point is the “Indian Buffet Process” (IBP) introduced
in [7]. Relative to DPs, we relax the requirement that a datacase is assigned to a single cluster only. As in [7] we will
use the “left-ordered-form” representation of binary matrices, H, ordering the columns by their binary representation.
Analogous to priors on partitions, we can write the “Indian
buffet process” (IBP) prior from [7] as a maximum entropy
distribution as follows,
mi
N 
Y
Γ(N − i + 1)Γ(i)
αK
−αHN
e
p(H) = Q2N −1
Γ(N + 1)
Kh !
i=1
h=1

1

∝ Q2N −1
h=1

Kh !

e

P

i

mi (log α+log Γ(N −i+1)+log Γ(i)−log Γ(N +1))

(20)

PN
where HN = i=1 1/i, Kh is the number columns with binary representation h, mi the
P number of features that is being
used by i Q
items, and K = i mi the total number of features.
Note that h Kh ! is also invariant under permutations of rows
and columns. We will include this factor in the generalized
priors because it happens to simplify the MCMC samplers.
Also note that as in the case of partitions g = g(m), there
will be multiple left-ordered binary matrices H = H(m) with
the same probability that correspond to a single setting of m.
To generalize the IBP prior we first find a suitable set
of invariants. Clearly, the {mi } variables are still invariant
under permutations of rows and columns of a binary matrix.
However, there is another set of useful invariants which we
will indicate with {nj }. These represent the number of objects
that are member of exactly j clusters. Note that for partitions,
where every data-case can only be member of exactly one
group, this invariant reduces to n1 = N, nj = 0, j > 1 and
is therefore uninformative. The m and n variables satisfy two
important constraints,
N
X
i=1

imi =

∞
X
j=1

jnj

∞
X

nj = N

(21)

j=1

Binary matrices may be viewed as bipartite graphs with a
potentially infinite number of top layer nodes and exactly N
bottom layer modes. While mi represents the number of toplayer nodes with i outgoing edges, nj represents the number
of bottom layer nodes with j incoming edges.

We define features φa (m, n) and the maximum entropy
distribution,
PF
1
F P (H|N, λ) ∝ Q2N −1
e a=1 λa φa (m,n) ×
h=1 Kh !


X
X
X
nj = N 
jnj ∧
imi =
I
i

j

(22)

j

The IBP prior is a special case of this more general prior when
we set φi (m) = mi , λi = log α+log Γ(N −i+1)+log Γ(i)−
log Γ(N + 1).
Determining an appropriate setting for the parameters λ
may again be achieved by specifying the average feature values
consistent with the constraints and updating the parameter
values with equations similar to eqn.5 inside an MCMC
algorithm that samples from eqn.22. As an alternative we can
again reduce the number of parameters by assuming some
functional form and using the empirical Bayesian method
explained in section II-B to fit the remaining parameters.
The practicality of these new priors depends on the existence
of efficient samplers. In the next section we will discuss two
such samplers.
VII. MCMC S AMPLERS

FOR

FP-IBP

We will first generalize the IBP sampling algorithm to
priors of the form 22 where we set φi (m, n) = φi (m) =
mi , i = 1..N but the values for λ are arbitrary. In this case
we can use a Gibbs sampler that is a direct generalization
of the one proposed in [7]. We define zkn as the binary
indicatorPfor whether item n is assigned to feature k, and
Nk¬n = m\n zkm as the total number of items assigned to
feature k not counting item n. Also let σ(·) be the sigmoid
function. The following Gibbs sampler then samples
Q from the
flexible IBP prior. Due to the combinatorial factor h Kh !, the
Algorithm 1 MH-MCMC Sampler 1 for Flexible Priors on
Infinite Binary Matrices
Repeat:
1: For n = 1 to N
2: For k = 1 to K
2a: If Nk¬n = 0 delete feature.
2b: If Nk¬n > 0 do
2c: With probability p = σ (λNnew − λNold ), where Nnew =
Nk¬n + ¬zkn and Nold = Nk¬n + zkn , set zkn to 1.
3a: Sample N+ from a Poisson distribution Pois(eλ1 ).
3b: Set zk+1,n , ..., zk+N+ ,n to 1 and zk+1,¬n , ..., zk+N+ ,¬n to
0 for all other data-cases.

values for zkn can be Gibbs sampled independently. It exactly
cancels against counting factors generated by the fact that we
work with left-ordered-form binary matrices [7].
Unfortunately, this sampler does not generalize to priors of
the general form in eqn.22. It is however not too difficult to
derive a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) sampler for the general FPIBP. Below we describe one such example that worked well

enough in our experiments but better versions with improved
mixing behavior are likely to exist. The basic idea is to
alternate performing MH updates on the existing K clusters
of the binary matrix with adding a single new feature with a
single new item in it. When we pick an item in an existing
cluster one of two things can happen: either flipping the bit in
the binary matrix removes the last object from the feature or
it does not not. If not, the update is basically a simple Gibbs
update. If the feature is emptied then we need to make sure
detailed balance is maintained by incorporating the correct
acceptance probability. The sampler below can be shown to
satisfy detailed
balance. (In the algorithm box below, we use:
. PN
f (m, n) = a=1 λa φa (m, n) )

Algorithm 2 MH-MCMC Sampler 2 for Flexible Priors on
Infinite Binary Matrices
Repeat:
K
1: With probability K+1
perform an update on one of the
first K (existing) clusters.
1a: Choose a bit zkn , k < K uniformly at random.
1b: If Nk¬n > 0 propose to flip the bit.
1c: Accept
move
with
probability:
pacc
=
min[1, exp(f (mnew , nnew ) − f (mold , nold ))].
1d: If Nk¬n = 0 propose to remove the feature.
1e: Accept
move
with
probability
pacc
=
new
, nnew ) − f (mold , nold ))].
min[1, K+1
K exp(f (m
1
2: With probability K+1
propose to add a new feature to the
matrix.
2a: Sample an item n uniformly at random.
2b: Set zK+1,n = 1 and zK+1,¬n = 0.
2c: Accept
move
with
probability
pacc
=
K+1
min[1, K+2
exp(f (mnew , nnew ) − f (mold , nold ))].

Note that the computation for ∆ = f (mnew , nnew ) −
f (mold , nold ) simplifies considerably if we use linear features. In that case we get: ∆ = λNnew − λNold + θFnew − θFold
¬n
where
Nnew = Nk¬n + ¬zkn , Nold
P = Nk + zkn , Fnew =
P
j\k zjn + zkn . We also
j\k zjn + ¬zkn and Fold =
note that sampling from the posterior will require some extra
likelihood terms in the acceptance probability. We have tested
these samplers on a simple problem and found empirically
that they mix reasonably well. Some results are reported in
the next section.
VIII. E VALUATION

OF THE

FP-IBP MCMC S AMPLER

The usefulness of the new family of priors crucially depends
on the availability of a good sampling algorithm. In this section
we will compare the mixing properties of these samplers on
the “noisy-or” problem proposed in [16]. In this problem
z determines the structure of a two-layer Bayes net. The
binary unobserved states of the top layer, y, are independently
distributed a priori according to a Bernoulli distribution,
Y
p(y) =
pyk,t (1 − p)1−yk,t
(23)
k,t
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MH sampler is much more general than the IBP sampler since
it applies to general nonlinear features for both m and n
variables.
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Fig. 5. Autocorrelation plots for IBP sampler (left) and MH sampler

(right). First row: N = 10, K = 8, α = 2, T = 50. Second row:
N = 5, K = 16, α = 3, T = 60. Third row: N = 15, K = 8,
α = 3, T = 20. Likelihood parameters: ε = 0.01, λ = 0.9, p = 0.1,
see [16].

where t indexes the data-item. The observed states of the
bottom layer are distributed according to a “noisy-or” model,
T

p(xi,t = 1|y, z) = 1 − (1 − λ)[z

y]i,t

(1 − ε)

(24)

We have used IBP priors for z.
We have implemented the Gibbs sampler proposed in [16]
to sample from the posterior. Sampling from the posterior with
our MH sampler needs a small change in the acceptance rule.
If we sample a new value for y from the prior whenever we
need it, then all acceptance ratios in section VII are multiplied
by the ratio p(x|ynew , znew )/p(x|yold , zold ).
We note that the moves for existing clusters are very similar
between the IBP and MH sampler, but that the moves which
change K are different. Hence, we have compared the autocorrelation function for the number of clusters K. We collect
a sample after each update on a pair (zi,k , yk′ ,t ). For the IBP
sampler we count the generation of N+ new clusters from
a Poisson distribution including their new y values also as a
single sample. Plots of auto-correlation functions computed
after a long burn-in phase for various settings of N , T , K
and α are shown in figure 5.
From these plots we see that the IBP sampler mixes faster,
by about a factor of 2 − 4. We emphasize however that the
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